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Book Description 

Are you passionate about teaching? Have you ever thought of teaching English online? Do you 

want to work in the comfort of your home? Do you want a job that allows you flexibility 

and the responsibility of managing your own time – whether part-time or fulltime? 

Well, this book is tailored just for you! 

While working at home comes with its challenges, just like any other work environment, one 

thing you must note is that teaching online offers you that ever-elusive work balance you have 

been looking for. You have more time to do the things that you have always wanted to 

do, work anywhere you want – not to mention the freedom from the dreadful 

morning commute.  

What is interesting is that English teaching companies are increasingly popping up – trust me, 

you will be spoilt for choice. If you are wondering where to start, don’t you worry because this 

book has all the information you need to know to get you started comfortably.  

Here, you will learn; 

 How to get started with teaching online and top companies you can partner with on 

teachrightnow.net 

 How to get sign up through our website – teachrightnow.net and get a FREE gift card 

 How a new and rewarding career teaching online will offer you the freedom to do the 

things you love 

 An understanding of how easy teaching online is and how to earn an income 

while doing it 

If you feel lost, desperate, don’t have work and are wondering what to do, this book is just what 

you need to start reaping the rewards out of the things you enjoy doing. If you have been 

wondering how to quit your 9 to 5 job and be your own boss then, this book is the 

answer to your dilemmas.  

So, what are you still waiting for? 

Come with me and let’s learn how to turn your passion into a money bag! 

https://teachrightnow.net/
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Introduction 

When you first think of teaching English, first thing that that pops to mind is an image of you 

standing in front of a classroom of foreign students learning English in an exotic location. 

However, what most people don't know is that you can teach English or any other language 

online at the comfort of your home or any other location of choice – thanks to technology!  

If you go to Asia, this mode of teaching has caught on. People are passionate about learning new 

cultures without necessarily having to uproot their lives by moving abroad. If this is you, then 

teaching online is just the thing you might be looking for. You can create a whole new career 

from teaching online – especially given the upsurge in demand for teachers. This is the time you 

should start taking advantage of these unique opportunities where technology meets education.  

You may be wondering, “why would I want to teach online?” 

Well, the simplest response to this question is; teaching online is a booming business! 

Don't you want to be a part of that? Don't you want to make extra bucks from teaching online? 

One thing that is important to bear in mind is that teaching online is one of the most convenient 

ways to learn – both for the teacher and the student. This is because all you need to do is set 

time for the classes when it is most convenient for you. You don't have to scratch your 

head planning for travels or trying to beat the traffic to get to class!  

Additionally, online teaching paves the way for the student and the teacher to have a one-on-one 

interaction at a fraction of the cost of a comparative face-to-face interaction – hence saving time 

spent on preparation – especially because spoken classes are based on discussions.  

Online English learning is rapidly growing in countries like France, Japan, China, and Korea, 

among others. Some of the big names you should look out for are partnered with 

TeachRightNow.net. If you want to test the waters on your teaching skills, this is a great way to 

get started. Take a minute to reflect on these questions; 

 Are there students who don’t speak English that you connect with? 

 How easy is it to interact with them?  
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 How much time would you save if you didn’t have to commute to teach the 

lessons? 

When you take the time to start by asking yourself these questions, you will be in a better 

position to know what it is you are getting yourself into. Considering that each teacher sets their 

schedule, so many moms and students find themselves teaching online with so much 

convenience. If you also are already teaching in conventional schools, you can do online 

teaching to fill up the gaps in your timetable and earn a supplemental income.  

What you will notice is that each time you teach, each class is unique in its own way. A typical 

class will require that you lead a student or a group of students through a discussion based on a 

theme. Here, your responsibility will be to make corrections, encourage student responses, and 

ensure that each one of your students participates equally.  

There are times when the students that you are interacting with have already studied English 

previously, and what they are looking for is fluency or the ability to converse in English 

naturally. In this case, you will notice that the lessons will be mainly conversational. You can 

discuss such things as family, hobbies, music, sports, films, and culture, among other things. 

Based on what company you sign up with at teachrightnow.net, you might be required to write 

down a quick lesson summary that takes about 5 minutes. 

Therefore, before you jump right into a company hiring an online English teacher, there are 

things you must have; 

Fluency in English 

It is a requirement that you are fluent in English and also possesses a bachelor's degree. While 

there are companies that don’t need a degree for you to work as an online teacher, it is a 

requirement that you have a proficiency in the English language. You don’t necessarily have to 

have a college degree in education – any other qualification is considered.  

Create a list of online English teaching job must-haves 

While you may be attracted to the flexibility the job offers and the money you stand to earn, one 

thing you need to ask yourself is what you are looking for in the teaching job. For me, some of 

https://teachrightnow.net/
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the things that topped the list included; flexibility of online teaching schedules, good pay, and 

the freedom to travel and work anywhere. 

Good broadband coverage 

Your internet speed must be on point, have a webcam, and a headset, as well as a TESOL/TEFL 

certificate. Remember that you are working online, and the last thing you want is wasting time 

trying to fix the internet connection or communicate with the students. You must also be 

friendly, punctual, and patient with your students. 

So, how do you get the best ESL company to work with? 

Well, that is where our partnered companies come in to play. By going to TeachRightNow, you 

get gift cards offers and access to the best ESL Companies. Visit our website and click on the 

links to the top best companies across the world. If you also have a friend who wishes to teach 

online, all you have to do is share this eBook with them so that they can also take advantage of 

all the opportunities available for teaching English online. 

Read on to get more tips on how you can get started and make a killing from teaching online! 

https://teachrightnow.net/
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Chapter 1 The opportunity to earn money  

Most online English teaching jobs often classify teachers as either self-employed or independent 

contractors. In other words, it is your responsibility as a teacher to report your earnings as your 

self-employed income. However, it is important to note that this process often differs from one 

country to another.  

For instance, in the U.S., teaching ESL online within the country, but for non-U.S. companies, 

taxation papers are often not provided. In such a case, you are supposed to report your income. 

Either way, teaching ESL online is a great opportunity to earn lots of money in your comfort – 

whether traveling or at home. 

The good thing with this kind of job is that even during tough economic times, you can still 

make a very good income. Additionally, English is now an international language, and the fact 

that most people have to learn it ensures that you never run out of opportunities to teach.  

In the past, several countries abroad often hired English teachers to go to their countries to 

teach physically in a classroom. The cost associated with this kind of business is huge – not to 

mention the challenges one has to face when recruiting instructors. However, with the advent of 

the internet, things have become easier and cheaper. To get your students English ready, all you 

have to do is find an online teacher and students logged in to a computer remotely – through a 

virtual classroom.  

This is something great for most of us who wish to compete for jobs in the ever-evolving global 

economy. Mastering English is one of the greatest assets in one’s resume – especially if they 

wish to be employed in international organizations and brands. On the other hand, it is a great 

chance for one to achieve their “teaching millionaire” dreams.  

Some of the best companies that offer opportunities for you to make money at home and achieve 

all your dreams are listed on TeachRightNow.net.  

So, what are you still waiting for? 

This is an opportunity to turn your free time into money!  
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Chapter 2 Getting Through the Interview  

One thing that is important to note is that online English teaching jobs have played a significant 

role in helping teachers land incredible online jobs. You may also be thinking of getting there 

and are wondering how you can get through the interview and maximize your earning potential. 

Here are some of the tips that will help you get through it; 

Tip #1 Polish your resume 

Just like any other job application, nothing beats an incredible resume. Every hiring company 

will be looking for a candidate that represents it to its student clients as a professional English 

teacher. This means that a resume that has a clear profile picture that showcases your 

professionalism will go a long way. While your picture may have an online teaching background, 

these are not the only ways you can land your OET job. Here are some of the tips that will help 

you polish your resume for that online English teaching post; 

Appearance is everything! 

How does your resume look? While formatting your resume is something simple, what you must 

bear in mind is that its appearance is what gets noticed first. Think of your resume as a digital 

form of yourself going into the interview review. This means that you must take time to groom it 

well, make it presentable, and stand out in the crowd. Read through it and ask yourself whether 

it makes a great first impression.  

Some of the best ways to achieve this are by using clean fonts such as Times new roman, Calibri, 

or even Arial. Avoid using colors – and instead, stick to black and white fonts. Check the 

headings, spacings, spelling, grammar, and organize the data in chronological order.  

One thing you must realize is that the other teacher is looking for the same job as you and their 

resume may be professional and easy to read. If you all of that, what will make you stand out 

from the crowd? One of the tricks is to spruce up your resume and make it memorable. For 

instance, you can have well-designed horizontal lines, or even adding a sleek layout to it. The 

trick is for you to take calculated risks and avoid overdoing it.  

Follow instructions 
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Remember that you are a teacher, and one of the things you want from your students is for them 

to follow your instructions. The same applies to your resume. The last thing you want is to 

disqualify yourself by omitting critical information the employer is looking for, e.g., contact 

information. Realize that the “requirements” section is included in every advert for a reason. 

Falling short of that means that you are wasting your time making an application.  

Yes, you may interview incredibly, but your resume has to get you there first. Think of your 

resume as a golden ticket. Therefore, ensure that you pay attention to formatting requests – 

deadlines, required components/attachments, and all requisites. It is the key to demonstrating 

your accountability.  

Have a super over the top wifi 

If you are going to be teaching online, it means that your computer is your classroom. The first 

thing is to ensure that your teaching tools are up and running well. In your resume, you must 

capture what computer model you are using, the internet connection – such as speed – headset 

features and all other technological devices you intend to use in the classroom. If you can take 

photos and add them as attachments, the better. 

Realize that one of the most crucial components of teaching English online is your hardware. 

Ask yourself whether it meets the minimum operating requirements. Most often, the interviews 

are conducted virtually, therefore, ensure that you include in your resume your username. Also, 

take time practicing how to log in before the time comes to avoid wasting your time and that of 

your employer.  

Add relevant skills and educational qualifications 

Most companies will be looking for prior experience teaching English online. If you have it, then 

ensure that it is well captured in your resume. You must list all your experiences in 

chronological order – starting from the latest one. 

You must not be shy about your skills. Take time to think of all the skills you possess that 

contribute to you being a stellar teacher – foreign languages, leadership, and computer skills. 

What English speaker are you – American, Australian, or British? Be sure to be specific. If you 

have proficiency in English – TESOL, TEFL, CELTA, or any other certifications, display that in 

your resume.  

This is your key to teaching English, so take the time to showcase it. 
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Be the one 

If the school you are applying to requires a motivational letter or your statement of objective, 

understand that this is your golden key to proving to your future employer how much of a rock 

star you are. Use it to demonstrate to them how well you fit what they are looking for. It does not 

matter whether your cover letter is a couple of lines long, the most important thing is that it 

demonstrates a vision that aligns well with the interests and mission of the school you are 

applying to.  

For instance, if you are applying to teach elementary classes in Korea, you must ensure that your 

online ESL teacher resume objective mirrors your ability to teach international kids. This does 

not only show your employer that you did your research about the company, but also the fact 

that you are the best fit for the job. 

The point is, mix and match your experiences to align with the needs of the school.  

No experience? No worries! 

If we are honest, then you know that experience is great! It is with an experience that you 

demonstrate to your employer that you are not only credible but also give them the courage that 

you know what is expected of you. It means that you have ready-made lesson plans that have 

already been created for you and you can customize for the class you are assigned. Rather than 

dwelling too much on what you don’t have, take time to highlight the beneficial involvements 

you have.  

Two of the biggest bullet-points you could elaborate on in your resume are language proficiency 

as well as leadership skills – even if you don’t have experience teaching English online. It does 

not matter whether you have stood in front of a classroom before or not; what matters is that 

what you have acquired the same skills the job requires. Showcase all of your valuable skills – 

both socially and managerially.  

The trick is for you to take time to dig deep. Brainstorm if you must. Ask yourself what it is that 

you have done to help others and consider adding your experiences in your resume. It makes the 

whole difference! 

Extra credit 
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Once you know that your resume has captured all the basics, it is time for you to start shining. 

The best way is to add an intriguing layout and other experiences that set you high up on the 

map. Think about the things that will make you stand out in the crowd and add them. For 

instance, you can add a small video of yourself in your classroom at home. The video does not 

have to be you teaching a class; a small introduction of yourself will suffice. You must show off 

your teaching props, fluency in English, clarity of speech, and a charming smile. When creating 

the video, consider the company you are applying to. If it is a fun place, then you can show off 

your enthusiasm in the video. Remember, anything that sets you apart from all else is what 

matters.  

 

All these ingredients are what will help polish your resume. Therefore, you must spend time 

carefully putting together these ingredients to ensure that the final product is well-balanced. 

Bear in mind that what your potential employer will be looking for will most likely be sincerity 

in all these things. Realize that even through electronic means, personalized efforts and in-depth 

details are very much welcomed. The trick is to ensure that the resume caters directly to the 

needs of the school.  

Tip #2 Online teaching setup 

This is not only a necessity but also a very important component that determines whether or not 

you convince the recruiters to offer you an impressive package. As I already mentioned, you 

must capture the computer model you use, internet connectivity, headsets, and other technical 

requirements. 

That said, what most people often forget are the environmental requirements. Take a minute to 

think about the place where you will have your classroom sessions – does it have good lighting? 

Do you have a white background or a whiteboard? While puppets and posters are not always a 

requirement, these things can play an important role in helping you negotiate a competitive 

compensation package. It is even more useful when you are teaching young children you need to 

engage their attention span.  

Tip #3 Obtain an ESL teaching certificate 

While there are teachers who have made it through the interviews without TEFL, CELTA, 

TESOL, or any other English certification, having it can be a plus for you. Additionally, if you 

have experience teaching English online or physically in a classroom, a certification may not be a 
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must for you to land that job. Realize that having these certifications go a long way in increasing 

your chances of landing an invitation for an interview. 

It is important to note that while companies may not need it during hiring, they will require you 

to obtain it within a certain duration – once you are hired.  

Tip #4 Get ready for the interview 

If you are going to get through the interview, then you must understand the expectations that 

each company has. This will help you prepare better for the interview. Understand that though 

the position requires you to teach English online, companies are not created equally. In other 

words, different companies will have different expectations, varying curriculums, and target 

students. 

Start by understanding the difference in class types. For instance; 

Young children 

If you are going to teach young children, then you will need more dramatic actions that will 

captivate their attention and keep the sessions engaging. It is important that you also ensure 

that the teaching materials you use are simplified and less preparation needed.  

Older children 

Here, you need to note that the learning ability and process for older children is to follow a 

systematic approach. This means that you may have to spend a little time to prepare adequately. 

Teens 

This is one of the most challenging age brackets to deal with primarily because its focus is on the 

technical aspects of the English language – like grammar, studying abroad, and college entrance 

examinations.  

Adults 

The good thing about dealing with such a group is the fact that they already have the basics of 

the English language. This makes the lesson more conversational. In other words, the main 
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focus is on speaking it and improving the language ability so that it is suited for the working 

environment.  

The size of the class 

It is also important for you to know what size of class you are comfortable teaching. A standard 

small size class is a is 1 on 1 class.  Sometimes it may be a group of 4, if large, then between 15 to 

40 students. Realize that the large group is often for Kindergarten or local schools with an 

assisting teacher in the local school to help you maintain the order of the students in the 

classroom.  

Tip #5 Negotiating the salary 

The other thing that will help you get through the interview is how well you can negotiate for a 

better pay rate. Some of the things that you need to watch out for include; 

When a company you are applying to posts a salary range, then the chances are that this is the 

actual range. However, this does not mean that you settle at that – you can always negotiate by 

pushing the boundary slightly higher than the range – especially if you have an exceptional track 

record. Some of the factors that will greatly influence your salary include; teaching credentials, 

experience, and educational background.  

That said, you must benchmark with other candidates, their expectations, and the 

responsibilities of the job in the market. The employer will always have a pretty good sense of 

what the current rates are for your qualification. However, the trick is to ensure that you have 

your resume well-polished, crush the interview, and demonstrate a great degree of enthusiasm 

that tells them that you will be a great asset to their company. This way, you will get leverage to 

negotiate for a bigger paycheck. 

Additionally, if you are highly qualified, you stand to negotiate for a demo or trial teacher. In 

other words, the company will use you as a great salesforce, and you earn bonuses for additional 

students you sign up for the demo. 

The other important thing you must bear in mind is that you don’t have to accept an offer out of 

desperation. It is okay to turn down offers. Share with the recruiter your honest thoughts, but do 
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it respectfully. Yes, the company may not offer the kind of packages you are looking for, but the 

truth is that they might invite you in the future to make better offers. 

So, what will help you earn more bonuses? 

Some of the factors that will boost your bonus structure include; good student reviews, contract 

renewal bonus, students showing up in class and the numbers, and students signing up for 

course renewal.  

You must understand what would warrant a pay rise, cancellation of the policy, penalties, and 

income taxes. With that, remember to always look out for highly reputable companies on our 

website. These companies offer fair payments with well-established financial systems that 

ensure payments are made on time.  

Look out for these companies in more detail in the coming chapters.  
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Chapter 3 Setting Yourself Up  

When you are just getting started with your lesson setup, there are a couple of things that you 

must pay attention to. Teaching English online takes much more than room preparation and 

your presence – you need patience, a positive attitude, and passion for each lesson. One thing 

that is important to bear in mind is that the classroom props and equipment you need to get set 

for an online English class makes the whole difference between mediocrity and great classroom 

experience. 

In addition to a computer, a good webcam, and realizable internet connectivity, some of the 

most important things you must include in the setup include; 

Props 

Headset 

It is important to have a good quality headset. While the price is a factor to consider, you must 

start by checking out the product reviews carefully to ensure that you are getting something that 

is not only low in price but also quality. 

You should use Bluetooth compatible headsets – especially if you are using a newer MacBook. 

This is mainly because the newer MacBook doesn't have a USB port. Therefore, if you are going 

to use a USB headset, ensure that you have a USB C to a USB adapter.  

Laptop stands 

This often depends on where you are working. If you are constantly traveling, you must invest in 

a laptop stand because you will not have a desk at all times. The good thing is that the laptop 

stands are not only portable but also collapsible.  

Dry Erase board and markers 

The good thing with the dry erase boards is that they are reusable. All you can do is wipe the 

previous lesson and start over with a new one. Using different colors or markers are important 
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in helping the students differentiate a wide range of things you are teaching. You could also have 

a large dry erase marker propped up to give your classroom an authentic feeling. Magnetic dry 

erase boards are also very attractive to most online teachers.  

Flashcards 

Some of the things you can use to help students – especially visual learners – memorize what 

you are teaching include the flashcards. Some of those you can use when teaching young 

students include; numbers, first words, the alphabet, colors, and shapes. 

Reward systems 

This is very important when it comes to motivating your students to do the best they can to 

succeed in mastering the English language. One thing that is important to bear in mind is that 

students like to be rewarded for their hard work and consistency. This goes a long way in 

helping them try hard to outperform themselves in every lesson.  

Try to get as creative as you can with the reward systems you choose. The bottom line is to keep 

it simple if you are teaching young children, using visual approaches as your reward system goes 

a long way.  

Qualifications needed 

As we already mentioned earlier, teaching English online does not necessarily mean that you 

must have a background in Education. However, with time, you might need a teaching 

certification. If you have a University degree, that is a great place to start – getting a TEFL, 

CELTA, or TESOL certification is next. 

TEFL 

This stands for Teaching English as a Foreign Language. This is one of the most common ESL 

teaching certifications. Theoretically, it is believed that this certification goes a long way in 

offering one more opportunity and ability to negotiate for a raise. What is important to note is 

that there is no universal standard for the quality of the TEFL course. The fee to getting this 

certification range between $40 and $1400. Therefore, you must consider what is pocket-

friendly and which company meets your needs as an aspiring ESL teacher.  

https://oetjobs.com/tefl-certification/
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TESOL 

This stands for Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages. This is quite similar to the 

TEFL certification in the sense that there is no universal standard curriculum. However, TESOL 

certification is often offered by accredited Universities and other Higher Institutions of 

Learning.  

CELTA 

This stands for Certificate in English Language Teaching to Adults. The University of Cambridge 

specifically offers this. It is believed to be one of the most intense English curriculums you can 

obtain. Unlike the other certifications, this specific one is universally recognized. However, it 

comes with a high price tag.  

Some of the popular qualities that will set you up for a career as an online English teacher 

include; 

 Being bilingual in one of the highly popular languages such as Korean, Spanish, 

Japanese, Chinese, or French.  

 If you can work odd hours, including weekends. 

 If you have a clean-cut and a professional look that sends a good first impression to the 

recruiters. 

If you are just getting started for the very first time, don't try to shy away from what you are 

passionate about, even if you don't have experience teaching online. Realize that even if you 

don’t have a degree in education or Linguistics, having just one of the certifications can give you 

an upper leg during interviews.  
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Chapter 4 Techniques for excellent online ESL Classes 

One thing you will hear people say about online ESL classes is that the teachers do not give the 

student sufficient time to talk. I have heard this criticism, and so has every other online teacher. 

This comes from both students and supervisors, but the trick is for you to work towards 

changing it. 

The thing is, you will hear this a lot when you are just starting to teach, and the most important 

thing is to adapt. If you are teaching a quiet class, the chances are that you will be inclined to do 

much of the talking yourself. However, it is a requirement from both students and 

administrators that the teacher reduces the talking time.  

So, how do we change the habit of talking a lot in class? 

First, it is important to understand the concept of teacher talking time (TTT) – the amount of 

time a teacher speaks in class – either as part of a discussion or lecture. When it comes to ESL 

classes, one of the things we must bear in mind is that the students need to be more engaged in 

class. This is the way they are going to improve – practice makes perfect tremendously! 

Well, I am not saying that TTT is a bad idea altogether. One thing that is important to bear in 

mind is that students need to hear you pronounce words correctly, explain concepts well, and 

get the ball rolling. The main goal is for you not to take up more than 50% of the class talking. 

Realize that if you talk too much, then you risk making the class boring. By reducing the amount 

of talking you do in class, you stand a chance to give the students a fair share to engage and 

make the class interesting – especially when the students bring along their opinions, insights, 

and thoughts.  

You may be wondering, so how will less talking time improve the class?  

Well, the truth is that the more your ESL students talk and get engaged in the classroom, the 

higher their chances of learning more. In other words, when you speak less, you allow them the 

chance to fill in the blanks. While teaching adolescent students is challenging, doing too much 

talking only makes things worse – because they often feel more complacent when it comes to 

them taking the back seat just to listen.  
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What most teachers fail to realize is that when they spend less time talking, the students will be 

more engaged, and that offers you a chance to make more corrections – that help them learn 

more. Students will be more used to making mistakes and feel okay with that. This way, they 

become more receptive to taking corrections from you and applying them to their conversations 

in the future.  

The ability of the students to freely express their opinions, thoughts, and insights in class helps 

them to be more satisfied with the results. While they may not learn lots of vocabulary and 

grammar, the truth is that they are advancing their speaking skills. Your role as a teacher is to 

ensure that the students balance their academic achievements with their satisfaction.  

Some of the techniques that will help you have an excellent online ESL class include; 

Timing yourself  

Instead of waiting for the criticism that you talk too much in class, if you are a first-time online 

ESL teacher, then the secret is for you to find a way to time yourself. If you are a continuing 

teacher and have heard this comment, they plan to improve your classroom time so that you can 

make the most of your class experience. 

The secret is for you to time yourself! 

Based on how well you can keep track of time, you must estimate the length of time you spend 

talking in class. If you are not good at telling the length of time spent, then come to class with a 

stopwatch. When you have a stopwatch to time yourself, you have a better chance of ensuring 

that the lesson runs according to your schedule. If you are giving instructions on the lecture, try 

as much as you can to time that using a stopwatch.  

Once you complete the class, calculate the amount of time you spent talking. If you spent most 

of the class time talking, then you need to start making changes. Take some time to reflect on 

your class – what are some of the points you spent lots of time discussing? Did you repeat 

yourself? Did you ask students questions? How much time did you spend responding to their 

questions?  

When you have all these figured out, then start finding ways to cut back on parts where you did 

much of the talking. Replace those areas with activities that are more centered on the students.  
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Make your lesson plan more detailed 

Take some time to review your lesson plan – is it more detailed? Do you prefer a rougher 

outline? If your outline is rougher, then it is time for you to change your approach and plan 

effectively. Ensure that every point you intend to make in class should have an estimated 

amount of time – to better keep track of your TTT.   

Add more details into your lesson plan; this way, you are in a better position to tell what points 

make you more inclined to talk too much. Realize that, when you fill your lesson plan with 

activities that require more verbal instructions, you will be inclined to talk more – and that 

needs to change. Split them into several lessons and have them replaced with activities that are 

centered around the student.  

When you make these changes, you must assess how effective they are every day. There are 

times when you cut down on TTT and risk making the lessons less clear. When you reduce your 

talking time, you must observe the reactions you get from the students to see whether they get 

more receptive.  

An example of an activity you can bring on board include FluentU. 

Ask leading questions 

You must encourage your students to talk more – especially when you get to the heart of the 

lesson. Instead of spending too much time asking questions, try to replace them with leading 

questions.  

Take a look at the following examples and identify which one a student would be likely to 

respond to; 

 What is present progressive tense? 

 How can we refer to an activity that is happening now? 

Well, if you evaluate the questions above, you will notice that the first one implies that the 

students have read their books and know the different tenses. The second question, on the other 

hand, describes what present progressive tense is without necessarily stating what it is. What 

you will notice is that the students will be more inclined to respond to the second question. They 

https://www.fluentu.com/english/
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will even try to use these, for example, sentences, and that will go a long way in helping trigger 

their memories better. In other words, they will be more at liberty of responding to the second 

question; however way they see fit. 

The truth is, it does not matter how the student responds to the second question. Either way, 

they will consider it more engaging and will find different ways to respond without fear of being 

incorrect. This way, you are in a better position to lead the class to discuss the concept in more 

detail – hence, offering them a deeper insight into the use of grammar overall. 

Integrate more group work in lessons  

One of the other techniques you can use to have an excellent ESL class online is to incorporate 

the use of group discussions and activities. What you must understand is that students often feel 

free speaking with their peers.  

You can have your class practice small dialogues, write short essays, or introductory paragraphs. 

Whatever it is, pairing them up in groups is a great way for them to learn freely. The thing with 

group work is that students are better placed to enjoy more time and learn from each other. You 

also reduce the chance of them falling asleep in the middle of the lesson.  

Group work goes a long way in allowing you to listen to the students – so that you can respond 

to their individual questions and offer them guidance to help them understand concepts more 

fully. 

Incorporate the use of non-verbal cues 

If you carefully reflect on your lesson, you will realize that there are certain words that you keep 

repeating over and over in class. Trust me; if you are tired of saying them, then the chances are 

that your students are tired of hearing them too. 

Instead of using them, you must replace them with non-verbal cues. 

What you need to note is that not everyone will understand the non-verbal cues. Therefore, the 

very first time you use them, it is important that you tell them what you mean. After that, they 

will begin to connect what you mean whenever you use them.  
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For instance, one of your non-verbal cues might be tapping on the board or pointing at a specific 

student to read. If one of your students is reading what is on the board and you tap on one word, 

they will understand that you want them to repeat it because it was not clear or something is 

wrong with their pronunciation.  

There are several gestures you can use. The trick is for you to find the ones that work well with 

your lessons. Whether you are teaching online or in a foreign country, you must do a little 

research to find the ones that are appropriate for their culture. 

Seek feedback 

Once you have assessed your lesson plans and made changes to how you manage your class, you 

should be better placed to lower your Teacher Talk Time (TTT). However, if you are 

experiencing difficulties cutting your TTT down, seek feedback from colleagues. You can also go 

to the extent of asking your students their thoughts and opinions about the lesson. Take time to 

consider their advice and evaluate whether you can use it.  

Seeking feedback from the class is one of the best ways you can improve your talking time. This 

is also a great way to help them improve their English – by expressing themselves.  

Once you cut down the TTT, the chances are that you will start to notice improvements in the 

class – students becoming more engaged and the lesson running smoothly. Your students will be 

more receptive to your lesson when you revert to old ways of teaching – because they will 

understand that it is a necessary evil. With time, you start gaining a balance between students 

and teacher talking times.  
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Chapter 5 Prepping for Lessons  

It does not matter whether or not you are a seasoned teacher or a work-at-home mother, father, 

or single guy or lady, the truth is that teaching online can raise a lot of anxiety. One thing that 

you must note is that when you prep well for your lessons, you will be better placed to have a 

successful class.  

Think about an athlete, for instance, if they don't prep for their competition, they will not make 

it through. In the same way, you will not be able to get through to the end of the lesson if you 

don't take the time to prepare adequately. Athletes take the time practicing, reviewing 

playbooks, cultivating a winning attitude, and stretching. In the same way, a tutor must prep 

well for their online class. You must use the same techniques when preparing for your lessons.  

For instance, the night before the class, it is important that you adequately review your lesson 

plan, and offer detailed information on the strategies to be used. Understand that practice 

makes perfect. This is your chance to hone your skills and fine-tune all your crafts so that you 

can have an excellent lesson.  

One of the best ways for you to practice is to do it in front of the mirror to see how you do it and 

can make it better when teaching an actual class. This is the best time for you to check that all 

the equipment is functioning well, the internet speed is good, and everything else is ready to go. 

Then you can retire to bed with an attitude of a winner!  

Realize that when you take the time to prepare well, that alone can make the difference between 

success and failure. Now that you feel ready, you actually must have a plan ready to set you off. 

These include; 

Break the ice 

When you get into the class, you must do a proper introduction. Introduce yourself and ask the 

students what their names are in English. When you know how to pronounce the students’ 

names, this is something very respectful.  
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Learning your students’ names and how to pronounce them is one of the best ways to prep for 

your lessons. Learn about their hobbies, interests, and other things. As you start the lessons, ask 

what their favorite colors are, what they eat each day, and the things you like to do for play.  

As the students try to respond to your questions, it helps you gauge their fluency. You will be 

able to tell all that from how they compose their conversational responses. You can also use 

copyright-free images or other visual aids when communicating with them to find out whether 

they get what you are telling or asking them. When you ask them questions, you are helping 

them ease their anxiety – this being the first lesson.  

Get ready with an ice breaker conversation to help the students relax and be apt to respond. 

Craft your questions in such a way that you give them responses about yourself so that they are 

better placed to understand what you ask them, and give you appropriate answers. This is the 

best way to set the tone of the class. 

On the first day, your plan should not be to teach – rather about introductions and easing into 

the environment. Try as much as you can not be uptight or too serious. You must stay flexible 

and easy to interact with. While you may be the authority in the classroom, there is no point in 

setting a stern tone. Your tone should be engaging. Think of extra activities that might just help 

the students getting interested and focused on what you have to say. Come into the classroom 

with confidence and a winning attitude – and the students will respond to you positively. 

Plan the classes 

Remember that you are not preparing for a physical class. The chances are that your students 

might not be online at the same time because they live in different time zones. You don't have to 

wing it. You must put in the effort to plan your classes adequately. Realize that your virtual 

students have varied needs and hence the need for you to have your syllabus and lesson material 

well laid out before the beginning of the lesson. This way, you help the students determine 

whether the class is fit for their needs or not.  

Try as much as you can to avoid surprises at all costs. Realize that bringing in a surprise quiz to 

an online class will not go well the same way as a physical class.  
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Master technology 

If you are going to teach online, then one of the things you must prepare for is how to use 

technology well. Here, there is no tech support down the hall. You have to have technical fitness 

within yourself. The best way to get ready for a class is to ensure that you have the right 

hardware to get you started.  

Set up a suitable working environment 

When you are working remotely, this can be a challenge when you lack the perfect workspace 

and self-discipline. Bear in mind that working at home can be a real nightmare. However, when 

you plan better, you can avoid the headache.  

Before the start of the lesson, you must set up your workspace. If it is possible, ensure that that 

specific space is intended for work only. The best thing is to ensure that space is both inviting 

and friendly to bolster productive work behavior. Don't bring distractions here – TVs, household 

chores, or family members here. The place must be well lit – with natural lighting – and there is 

an ergonomic chair to set the mood for work. 

Plan for regular communication 

You must try to maintain a consistent online presence by stimulating communications during 

the lesson. Plan to introduce yourself before the class and give the students a chance to 

introduce themselves too. This will bring warmth into the classroom.  

Set up a motivation system 

When you are preparing your lesson plan, the first thing you must bear in mind is that students 

learn differently. Motivating them goes a long way in helping improve the learning process. 

While there are those students who are self-motivated, there are those who are not.  

Therefore, set up a motivation system that will help them make the most of every lesson – extra 

points for online discussions as well as optional assignments.  
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That said, it is important to note that online education is one of the most wonderful ways to 

learn English, among other languages. Preparing beforehand is the best way to ensure that the 

needs of your students are captured in the lesson plan. Realize that your lesson plan is the best 

way to reach students that you couldn’t in a physical class. Your lesson should cater to all kinds 

of students – which is what every class has – slow, medium-paced, and fast students. 

Planning is not just for new teachers, but experienced teachers too. As you continue growing 

your skillset teaching online, you will realize that everything comes naturally – the way you 

dress, energy, presentation, and everything in between. 

Take your time to plan your lessons well. Planning for a class is planning for success. Go for it! 
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Chapter 6 Getting More Classes, Reviews, Marketing 

Yourself & Standing Out 

Being a teaching millionaire does not just come without a little bit of hard work. You must 

constantly improve your teaching and lessons to attract more classes and positive reviews. It is 

the best way to market yourself so that you stand out in front of the crowd.  

But the question is, "how can you achieve that?” 

Here are some of the ways you can get stand out; 

Collect input 

The first thing is for you to collect all your awful lessons so that you can rework them during 

your free time. The trick is to make those boring topics or lessons into something epic and 

intriguing to the students. Realize that English as a language can get boring – especially when 

tackling some of the hardest topics.  

One thing that is important to note here is that you are responsible for these lessons. To make 

them cool and interesting to the students, you must step out of your comfort zone and collect 

input from various sources. You have to be willing to level up so that your students, too, can 

level up. Gather information, bring on real-life examples they can relate with, and encourage 

open discussions and practical lessons to help your students connect with what you are teaching 

– first hand.  

If you are going to get positive reviews, then you must be willing to learn from past mistakes. 

You must take into consideration the feedback you get from them. That is how you improve and 

help them know that you value their feedback most. Realize that students are what we do – the 

center of the classroom. We are not the center of the classroom. However, you are the one that is 

to make the greatest impact, and taking feedback from your students, fellow teachers, and 

parents will help you level up. 
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There are times when feedback and reviews will make you laugh, cry, or even mortified. But, 

what you must realize is that every piece of feedback is honest and is meant to make you a better 

teacher. You are a great teacher – and great teachers are never afraid of inviting difficult 

discussions and criticisms – because they are what make you grow and make teaching an 

exciting thing to do.  

Great Student Feedback Examples 

While students give you feedback, it is also important that you give them feedback. It is time to 

quit telling them, "Good job, or well done!" and replace that with more specific feedback. 

Some of the tips that will help you give your students great feedback include; 

Naming the behaviors that occurred 

If the students in your online class offer you their undivided attention, you must mention that. 

Say something like, "I see you all paying attention." The truth is that when you give feedback to a 

class that is noisy, restless, and squirmy, the chances are that they will not get it, and that will 

not help improve their behavior. In most cases, the students will feel as though you are 

disingenuous and manipulative. Rather than trying to help them improve, you will run the risk 

of undermining the connection you had built with them. 

Say what you see instead of how you feel 

“I love it when you all join the class on time.” When you use such statements, you not only 

commend the students for their time consciousness but also emphasize your approval of them. 

You communicate to them that the primary purpose of maintaining good behavior is so that they 

can please you.  

But, what if you changed that a little bit to “You attended the class in time today, so we will have 

more time for the lesson.” What this suggests is that you are proud of their capabilities and 

suggest to them the importance of being in a time-conscious – allowing them more time to learn 

and enjoy the class. 

Avoid naming some students as examples for others 
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This is a habit that most teachers often use. For instance, a teacher might say, "Cheng, you are 

doing well in grammar today" as a way of encouraging others to do the same. Well, when you do 

this, you stir up resentment of Cheng and feelings of discouragement on their part. How about 

you save these remarks for when you hold private conversations with the students within their 

individual feedback.  

That said, commend your students in a specific way instead of just saying a Good job! 

For instance; 

“Margaret, your use of past tense is impeccable today.” 

"Cheng, your grammar and spelling of words are impressive, keep it up!" 

“Janet, your composition is well written – with proper sentence structures and lots of details.” 

When you do this, your students get the motivation to keep working harder to earn more points.  
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Chapter 7 Top 10 ESL Teaching Secrets to Turn Your 

First Time Students into Raving Fans 

Here are 10 of the top secrets that will help you turn your first-time students into raving fans; 

Smile while teaching 

When interacting with someone that is stone-faced and one that is smiling, which one do you 

feel more drawn to? 

It is natural, smiling stirs up a positive environment that makes learning more exciting. When 

you smile while teaching, your students become more relaxed and receptive to what you are 

teaching, realize that you are interacting with foreign students who might have never interacted 

with a foreign teacher like you. When you smile, you make them feel at ease.  

It is also important that you have a friendly attitude so that the smile does not come off 

awkwardly. Bear in mind that you are teaching say children or adolescents who look up to you – 

and the best way to get on the right foot with them is to start with a friendly tone.  

Assess their English-speaking abilities 

Before you can get started with the class, you need to learn the students' English-speaking 

abilities. This will go a long way in helping you adjust your lesson plans to fit their abilities and 

needs. The last thing you want is to spend a whole class getting a student with low abilities to 

read and master Shakespeare.  

You might be wondering, "how then can I assess their English-speaking abilities?” 

The best way you can get to know their abilities is to engage your students in simple 

conversations and questions at the beginning of lessons– how are you? What is your name? 

Where do you come from? How old are you? 
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If they are too shy to respond to these questions, then the chances are that they don’t 

understand the English language at its basic level. This means that you need to adjust your 

lesson plan to fit their abilities. Some of the tips you can employ for students at this level 

include; 

Repetition 

This is one of the best ways to help students with lower abilities –,, especially young students. If 

you are teaching Korean students, for instance, you can repeat the word Zebra at least three 

times. Also, make sure that they repeat the word three times. 

One thing you must bear in mind when teaching ESL is that repetition is key. You must cultivate 

it and make it a habit. It helps students to remember what you just said – helps them to stick.  

Speak slowly 

Remember that you are teaching students who probably have never used English before. If you 

are going to help them master the language, you must be able to speak slowly to help them grasp 

the pronunciation of words better.  

As a native or someone fluent in English, you may be used to getting another person's quick 

mumble. However, when it comes to online students, you must tone it down so that they get 

what you are saying and can copy the way you pronounce words – correctly. 

Beware of what they already know 

One mistake most online ESL teachers make is repeating things over and over again, even when 

the students have already mastered what they are saying. This can make the class boring. If you 

ask them questions around that, you can gauge their mastery and determine the need for 

repetition or not.  

Regularly praise your ESL students 

We are human, and we all enjoy a little bit of praise every so often. When teaching an online 

class, praising your students when they respond to questions correctly goes a long way in 
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helping their motivation to learn more. Even if it is online, you can give them a high-five 

whenever they impress you. 

This will not only make them happy but also comfortable learning from you. It will grow their 

eagerness to work harder to impress you more. When praising them, you must say their names a 

lot – to build a strong connection with them. Tell them things like, “Well done, Cheng, you are 

doing a brilliant job.” English is indeed a tough nut to crack, and when they show progress in 

the right direction, it is worth applauding their efforts.   

When teaching, be fun and silly 

No one wants a class that is flat out dry – no jokes at all. When teaching concepts in class, it is 

important that you throw in-jokes that will make the students laugh. You must bring a little bit 

of comedy into the classroom. Realize that students will be using what you teach them outside 

the class, and the last thing you want is to make them feel as though they are in a school.  

Bring in educational jokes that will spice up the lessons and make them look forward to when 

you have the next class. Take a minute to picture yourself as a TV presenter for a kids’ show. 

What is it that kids love most – whacky and outrageous acts. You can make faces and bring on 

funny voices. The last thing you should worry about is being silly. Notice that the sillier you are, 

the more the students enjoy learning what you teach.  

Think of humor as your way of embracing the inner-child in you.  

Use props to keep them engaged 

Remember that you are not giving a lecture – like in colleges or universities. You must bear in 

mind the age group of your target audience. If they are young children, props are some of the 

fantastic tools to keep them engaged and bring fun into the classroom.  

Whenever you notice their minds wandering about, bring out a prop. Some of the greatest props 

you can use include; 

Puppets 
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This is a great wat to bring shy students out of their cocoons. If they are hesitant to interact with 

you freely, the chances are that they will interact with your monkey pal or your talking tiger. All 

you have to do is find a puppet, give them a name, a silly voice, and make them real. When 

teaching various concepts in English, such as greeting, they make the best examples of teaching 

basic English. 

Musical instruments 

Children love music. Identify one nice and catchy song to use when teaching them how to make 

phrases memorable. Simply come with a ukulele and sing. It does not matter whether you are 

musical or no. What matters is that you make the concepts fun for the students to learn. 

Gold stars 

These are some of the brilliant visual encouragements you should use in class to encourage your 

students to respond. Whenever a student sees a gold star as a reward, it motivates them to work 

extra hard for more gold stars. The best way you can encourage your students to speak 

interactively during the online class is if there is a reward that awaits them.  

Encourage them to be interactive by being yourself. When your students realize that you are 

authentic, they will connect with you more. Using props makes it even easier. 

Use Total Physical Response (TPR) to aid communication 

Have you ever heard of ‘incidental language?’ Well, as an online teacher, you must minimize the 

use of incidental language as much as possible. 

Let us consider the following example;  

“Let us move on to the next topic.”  

This is a phrase most teachers like using in class – mostly referred to as incidental language. The 

problem with using such phrases is that students don't understand this type of phrase. 

Therefore, try as much as you can to avoid using it because it does not add any educational 

value. 
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So, how do you get your students to use The Total Physical Response (TPR)? 

First, the foundation of TPR is an over-exaggeration of body language. For instance, if you want 

your student to say, "This is an apple,” you could use your hands. In other words, you can simply 

cup your ears using your hands and hold them close to the screen. This gesture will tell the 

students that you would like them to speak. On the other hand, if you want your students to 

draw a circle in the air, simply demonstrate that in the air. When you use this technique, you 

avoid confusing students.  

In short, use more of TPR, and less of incidental language.  

Leave useful feedback for your students 

At the end of the class, you must leave your student's helpful feedback on how they did during 

the lesson. You must use their names when giving feedback – this will strengthen your 

connection with them. 

Praise them for the good job they did, but don't omit the things they found challenging. When 

you mention to them their weak points, be sure to include ways they can improve upon. During 

the next class, those are the things you need to look out for. This will not only help your students 

want you teaching them more but also demonstrates to the parents that their children are 

making positive progress. 
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One Last Word 

Indeed, teaching ESL online is one of the easiest and practical ways to earn an attractive income 

– anytime anywhere.  

As we have already discussed, there are top companies we have presented on teachrightnow.net. 

All these companies have impressive reputations, competitive salaries, and bonuses just for you. 

If you are ready to hop onto the bandwagon, you might just build a career and make lots of 

money while doing everything else you have always dreamed of. It is your responsibility to select 

the companies that meet your needs and those you qualify for.  

Depending on the company(s) you finally choose to go for and the kind of arrangement you seek, 

it is advisable that you take time to shop around until you get the right opportunity – one that 

speaks to you personally. The trick is to pay attention to the fine prints, communicate 

expectations clearly during interviews, and read their reviews to ensure that money worked for 

ends up in your bank account at the end of the month. 

Once you have selected a company to work for, have made it through the interviews and have an 

invitation letter, you can now get ready to hit the ground running – with your hardware and 

software. Realize that finding online English teaching jobs is not an easy task. So, when you 

finally get one, you must ensure that you are in your best behaviors at all times. 

Today, sign up on our website to get a gift card to partner with one of our ESL partner 

companies. With us, we bridge the gap between you and highly reputable companies looking for 

online ESL teachers.  

So, what are you still waiting for? 

You are just one step to being living a life of your dreams.  

Sign up Now.  
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https://teachrightnow.net/
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